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SUBMITTING SCORES FOR HANDICAPS, CLASSIFICATIONS AND RLSAS CLUB RECORDS
After discussion by the RLSAS Committee the following rules now apply for submitting score
sheets for handicaps and for the shooting of rounds which will be put forwards for Club Records.
The reason for these changes are:



To ensure that all handicaps and classifications are kept up to date by the Records Officer,
thereby enabling archers to shoot their next competition using accurate information.
To ensure equity and fairness between record claims by ensuring they are all shot to the same
spirit and rules of shooting for competitions.

Submitting Scores for Handicaps and Classifications





Rounds for handicap and classification can be shot at any time
When shooting for a new handicap, please shoot at the distance appropriate for your age (if
possible) and submit three score sheets from different dates.
All score sheets must be signed, dated, witnessed and include the full round name eg Junior
Windsor if applicable as opposed to Windsor
Please put your score sheets in the COMPLETED SCORES box located in the clubhouse, if
indoors give to Records Officer or put in the score sheets box.

Submitting Scores for Club Record Claims







[1]

Rounds must be shot at an RLSAS club target day[1] or at an AGB affiliated club
competition
Rounds shot at an AGB affiliated club competition will be shot to the current rules of
shooting, so will qualify for eligible claims
For rounds shot at RLSAS target days[1] to qualify they must be shot to the same rules of
shooting as would be used at an AGB affiliated club competition. For example:
 Sighters must be appropriate for the round, 1 end of 6, 2 ends of 3, 1 end of 5 etc.
 Arrows must be shot in ends of 3, 5 or 6 dependent on round.
 Archers must not score their own arrows – they must be verified by another person
Claims for club records shot at an external club shoot must be submitted with a copy of the
host clubs results sheet
All scores shot and officially recorded as above should be submitted to the records officer
within 21 days of the shoot, failure to do so may result in the claim not being accepted.

Target days are RLSAS organised shoots or designated club meets, currently Wednesday and
Friday evenings and Sunday mornings.
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